


Some key points of my doctoral thesis about
"Mathematics as Driving Force of Scientific and Social Progress":

▪ The emergence of computers as processing tools changed
mathematics in its characteristic as a structural science. Simulation
Modelling moved into the focus of applied mathematics.

▪ The emergence of computers as finite tools led to a new status of
approximation mathematics.

And last but not least:

▪ The emergence of computers (of the third generation) as dialog tools
became the hour of birth of experimental mathematics.



KC 85/1 from robotron (GDR) and
Atari 800 XL from Atari, Inc. (USA)
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Fascination of Forth:

▪ Forth was a programming language as well as an operating system.
▪ Forth was able to compile programs as well as to work in an

interpreter modus.
▪ Forth was  a list-processing language like LISP.
▪ Forth programming was the creation of words by words.
▪ Forth has the ability of reflection, that means that Forth can examine,

introspect, and modify its own structure and behaviour at runtime.
▪ Forth let you develop your own private language.

But:
▪ Forth uses RPN (reverse Polish notation).
▪ Forth has no graphic commands.
▪ Forth does not allow recursive procedures.
▪ Forth needs a consequent bottom up design of programming.
▪ The final programs are often hard to understand (in a "write-only"

manner).



Fascination of Logo:

▪ Logo is (like Forth) a relative of Lisp.
▪ Programming is the creation of words by words.
▪ Unlike Forth, Logo has an infix notation.
▪ Logo allows top down programming.
▪ Logo enables recursive programming.
▪ Logo has a turtle graphic.



So what to do if you can't get Logo for your PC and
have no information about its inner architecture?

This should be a case of "Empirical Modelling".

The problem to be solved was:

How you can model the observable results of the
behaviour of Logo in terms of Forth?



( created by Steve Russ )



“Empirical Modelling” of Logo in Forth

Why do I call it "Empirical Modelling"?

The artefact that is built on the computer is itself a source of immediate
experience which can be compared – through interaction – with
experience of its referent (Logo).

If we compare the characterization of Empirical Modelling by Steve Russ
with our approach, we find only a few differences:
1. The empirical referent of our artefact is a computer language (Logo)

and no lift, no ant, no oxo, no poem or piece of music.
2. The construal is not build in definitive scripts in the environment of

EDEN but in words as lists of words of Forth.
3. The construal can serve as a replacement of its referent (but with a

different inner structure).



Two recursive programs – one for drawing a binary tree and one for symbolic
differentiation – should serve as yardstick for measuring the success of rebuilding Logo
in Forth.

(* Symbolic Differentiation of a Function in LOGO *)

TO CHAIN_RULE :FCT
OP ( LIST KL ( LIST KL ABL FIRST :FCT "0 LAST :FCT ) "* KL ABL LAST :FCT )

END

TO PRODUCT_RULE :FCT
OP ( LIST FIRST :FCT "* ABL ( LAST :FCT ) "+ ABL FIRST :FCT "* LAST :FCT )

END

TO SUM_RULE :FCT
OP ( LIST ABL FIRST :FCT "+ ABL LAST :FCT )

END

TO POWER_RULE :FCT
MAKE "M LAST :FCT IF :M  = 0 [ OP [0] ] MAKE "N ( LIST "ID "ex :M - 1 )
OP ( LIST :M "* :N )

END

TO ELEM   :FCT
MAKE "F  FIRST   :FCT
IF :F =   "ID [OP "1]
IF :F =   "SIN    [OP "COS ]   IF :F =   "COS    [OP "-SIN]
IF :F =   "-SIN   [OP "-COS]   IF :F =   "-COS   [OP "SIN ]
IF :F =   "EXP    [OP "EXP ]   IF  F =   "LN     [OP ( LIST "ID "ex "-1 )
OP "0 ]

END

TO ABL FCT ;
IF NOT LISTP :FCT [MAKE "FCT KL :FCT]
IF ( COUNT :FCT ) = 1 (OP ELEM :FCT STOP]
IF ( COUNT :FCT ) = 2 (OP LIST "FCT "CORRECT? STOP]
PR "BEGIN
MAKE "Z FIRST BF :FCT
IF :Z = "*  [OP PRODUCT_RULE :FCT]   IF :Z = "+  [OP SUM_RULE   :FCT]
IF :Z = "o  [OP CHAIN_RULE   :FCT]       IF :Z = "ex [OP POWER_RULE  :FCT]

END

TO KL   :A
OP FPUT :A [ ]

END



Replacing the RPN of Forth with an infix notation of Flokc

Forth Flokc



RPN (reverse Polish notation) of Forth



Implementation of infix notation in Forth





REK H

TO  BAUM  H ;
IF   H   <  1  THEN   STOP   ENDIF
FD  H  LT  45   BAUM H / 2 ;  RT 90
BAUM H / 2 ;   LT  45  BK   H
END

Logo FLOKC



(* Symbolic Differentiation of a Function in LOGO *)

TO CHAIN_RULE :FCT
OP ( LIST KL ( LIST KL ABL FIRST :FCT "0 LAST :FCT )
"* KL ABL LAST :FCT )

END

TO PRODUCT_RULE :FCT
OP ( LIST FIRST :FCT "* ABL ( LAST :FCT )
"+ ABL FIRST :FCT "* LAST :FCT )

END

TO SUM_RULE :FCT
OP ( LIST ABL FIRST :FCT "+ ABL LAST :FCT )

END

TO POWER_RULE :FCT
MAKE "M LAST :FCT
IF :M  = 0 [ OP [0] ]
MAKE "N ( LIST "ID "ex :M - 1 )
OP ( LIST :M "* :N )

END

TO ELEM   :FCT
MAKE "F  FIRST   :FCT
IF :F =   "ID [OP "1]
IF :F =   "SIN    [OP "COS ]
IF :F =   "COS    [OP "-SIN]
IF :F =   "-SIN   [OP "-COS]
IF :F =   "-COS   [OP "SIN ]
IF :F =   "EXP    [OP "EXP ]
IF  F =   "LN     [OP ( LIST "ID "ex "-1 )  OP "0 ]

END

TO ABL FCT ;
IF NOT LISTP :FCT [MAKE "FCT KL :FCT]
IF ( COUNT :FCT ) = 1 (OP ELEM :FCT STOP]
IF ( COUNT :FCT ) = 2 (OP LIST "FCT "CORRECT? STOP]
PR "BEGIN
MAKE "Z FIRST BF :FCT
IF :Z = "*  [OP PRODUCT_RULE :FCT]
IF :Z = "+  [OP SUM_RULE   :FCT]
IF :Z = "o  [OP CHAIN_RULE   :FCT]
IF :Z = "ex [OP POWER_RULE  :FCT]

END

TO KL   :A
OP FPUT :A [ ]

END

(* Symbolic Differentiation of a Function in FLOKC *)

lis function      rek fct       var f

to abl function ; (* start program *)
cr make fct " function ;  diff fct ;

end

to diff fct ; (* differentiation *)
if ( listp fct )  = 0 then ? 0                      stop endif
if ( count fct ) = 1    then run fct   stop endif
if not ( ( count fct ) = 3 ) then lp fct ? bad! stop endif
"( run ( item 2 fct ) )"

end

to op f ; (* Output *)
if listp f then if ( count  f ) > 1 then lp f stop endif
endif  pr  f

end

(* elementary function *)

l> cos [ ? -sin ] l> sin [ ? cos ]
l> -sin [ ? -cos ]      l> -cos [ ? sin ]
l> exp [ ? exp  ] l>  x [ ? 1   ]
l> ln [ p" x ex -1"   ]

to + ;   (* sum rule *)
diff first fct ; ? + diff  last fct ;

end

to * ;   (* product rule *)
op first fct ;  ? * diff last fct ;  ? + diff first fct ; ? * op last fct ;

end

to o ;   (* chain rule *)
"(  diff first fct ; ? o op  last fct ;   )”  ? * diff last fct ;

end

to ex ;   (* power rule *)
make f last fct ;
if  listp  f  then lp fct ? bad! stop endif
if  f  = 0    then  ? 0                 stop endif
pr f  p" * x ex "  pr ( f - 1 )

end



„Making construals is a new digital skill that aims to bridge the gap
between computing specialists and non-specialists. Its focus is on using
the computer as an instrument to make connections in experience - an
activity that complements computational thinking.“

Empirical Modelling is a way of construal making.

But what is modelling?



In general, computer modelling is used to solve three types of problems:

(1) the analysis problem: The behaviour of a external system with a defined
(usually only implicit or blurred) structure under (mostly blurred) conditions
should be determined by computer application.

(2) the synthesis problem: From a (mostly blurred given) set of objectively
possible systems of a special type, the one that determines a (mostly blurred)
preselected behaviour as far as possible (under predominantly blurred
criteria) must be determined by the use of mathematical computer
applications.

(3) the recognition problem: From the behaviour of a material system
signalled by structured data sets, the specific structure of this system must be
determined by mathematical computer application as precisely as possible
within the framework of the given requirements and in the context of a
recognition hypothesis about the affiliation of this system to a certain set of
objectively possible systems of a particular type.
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In my opinion Empirical Modelling generally belongs to the field of recognition
problems. Empirical Modelling is a special way to solve recognition problems: It
plays with models as construals, as "objects-to-think-with" about empirically given
objects.

An "objects-to-think-with" can not only model an empirically given but also an
empirically wanted object. Construal as a "objects-to-think-with-about" could
serve to think about given  as well as about desired objects.

Construals could be placed in the field of recognition as well as in the field of
synthesis.
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This broader look on empirical modelling has its reasons:
It can be shown, that the synthesis (2) and the recognition problem (3)
have the same mathematical structure and the modelling of these
problems is essentially identical.

Recognition and making have the same (mathematical) structure.

Modelling Logo in Forth is in my opinion an example for synthesising the
behaviour of a desired object (a programming language) by observing the
behaviour of the original object and by playing with agencies and
dependencies.

I think that other examples of empirical modelling desired behaviour of
technical systems  would be of interest. The just-in-time-modelling with
definitive scripts in an experimental computer environment will sharpen
the technological sense of modellers.





The "Academy of Pedagogical
Sciences in the GDR" wrote me a
letter on June 21, 1989, saying that
they were interested in my logo
implementation.



A letter from the Fachbuchverlag
Leipzig, dated May 23, 1990,
informing me about the Journal’s
discontinuation, because after the
reunification of Germany no
market would exist for it. My
submitted article would therefore
not be published.



Supplement

Which programming language would I as a philosopher consider to be
the best for children?

This seemed to be an easy question.
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Supplement
Martin Heidegger: “Language is the House of Being”.

What could that mean?

• Language is not the construct of Being and also not the universe of Being.
And language is not only a house of Being.

• Language is build by man and by Being. Language should work for logician
as well as for geometrician (how Poincaré would say), for analysers,
synthesist, constructivist and intuitionist.

• Each child will develop his own access to the world.

• SCRATCH for example is too LEGO-like, too superficially oriented on making
(and constructing) and not of thinking, rethinking and problematising.

• Edutainment can be good but it is not all. So it seems to me, that a LOGO-
like (LISP oriented) language could be a good compromise.
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Supplement
Martin Heidegger: “Language is the House of Being”.

What could that mean?

The language is not the decisive point.

If in the house of Being there is no Being, language will not give us
anything.

We need good problems, which are worth talking about, that are
worthy of modelling.

Its only the next step to find a good representation.

Faraday discovered such problems and found excellent representations!
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What could that mean?

The language is not the decisive point.

If in the house of Being there is no Being, language will not give us
anything.

We need good problems, which are worth talking about, that are
worthy of modelling.

Its only the next step to find a good representation.

Faraday discovered such problems and found excellent representations!

"Discovery consists of seeing what everybody has seen and thinking what
nobody has thought.“

(Albert Szent-György, cited by Irving J. Good)



The Picasso Construal

During his Cubist period, they ask Picasso if he can could express
"affection" and "astonishment" with only a few brushstrokes.

He could indeed!
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The Picasso Construal

• Picasso modelled human behaviour through the behaviour of dogs,
which for their part were modelled by some points, triangles, and
rectangles. That was ingenious.

• And he gave us a fantastic problem for empirical modelling: Which
other kinds of human behaviour could be expressed through modelling
of dogs by points, triangles, and rectangles. And what will occur if we
add any kind of motion.

• These construals, made by a purist program, generate visual
abstractions for human behaviour which gives you good things to think
with.
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So we need more good
problems to make construals
on computers which give us
more good things to think

with.





The Picasso Construal

"Disinterest"
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"Inspect"
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"Joy"
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"Unanimity"
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"Fear"



The Picasso Construal

"Courage"










